JOINT APPEAL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS

Chambers for COVID Crisis Care
Introduction
Myanmar is facing a medical disaster as the Covid-19 delta variant rages through the population. In June 2021,
the number of confirmed cases doubled every week, and the number of deaths has quadrupled. This trend
has been continuing in July 20211 and is showing no signs of slowing.
As can be seen from media reports, medical staff, volunteers and associations are all working without rest,
and with extremely limited resources that are insufficient to respond to the emergency health needs of the
population. ICUs and clinics are overwhelmed, and patients are dying at home. Crematoria are overwhelmed.
The private sector in Myanmar is already contributing to the effort to save lives. This includes international
companies, who are keen to support the emergency response. They are well-positioned to respond in kind
and cash, particularly by ensuring access to live-saving equipment at reasonable cost through its global
sourcing operations. Private sector donations can also kickstart and supplement humanitarian funds from
donor governments.
To coordinate and enhance this, foreign Chambers, together with Myanmar Centre for Responsible Business,
have joined forces to respond to the needs of Myanmar’ COVID third wave. The goal of this coordinated effort
is to mobilise resources from the international private sector as quickly as possible to help the people of
Myanmar with the devastating impact of COVID-19, and facilitate information sharing on support activities
and needs, due diligence etc.
This joint initiative has been launched by AmCham Myanmar, CCI France Myanmar and MCRB in a first time,
but will be open to any other Chamber and organization which would like to join forces to contribute to the
project in the future.
This is a not-for-profit project! Donations may cover some costs, but no stakeholder should make a profit.
We need support from our member companies to make this happen!
You can contribute in various ways:
1. Donations to:
• An immediate crowdsourced response to quickly address specific requests (‘Phase 1’)
• An established funding mechanism in cooperation with development partners to sustain future
long-term operations (‘Phase 2’)
2. In-kind support whether to the Chambers’ activity or those of other organisations, such as:
a. Procurement services
b. International logistics to import the equipment to Myanmar
c. Domestic logistics to distribute it to our partners on the ground in Myanmar
d. Medical equipment, treatments and pharmaceuticals, …
e. Free storage, especially cold storage for medicine
f. Free training, maintenance, support for staff on the ground
g. Provision of space for, or payment of rent for, local breathing assistance centers.
h. Other pro-bono expertise and services, including medical advice, comms/website, …
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https://covid19.who.int/region/searo/country/mm

Your company can also provide direct support to organisations which are active on the ground. We will
research and provide details of these on an ongoing basis, working with humanitarian agencies.
Organisation of project
In order to be able to respond quickly, but also to set up long-term operations and partnerships which will
maximise medium-term effectiveness and resource mobilization, we are taking a phased approach to fundraising and disbursement. Some companies may be able to respond quickly, even with a small contribution;
others may need more time to do so.
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Emergency response. We aim to be as responsive as possible, and deliver support
as soon as possible.
CCI France Myanmar
• Medical Action Myanmar
• Community Partners International
• Cash
• In kind
CCI France’s Bank account (in France or in Myanmar)
Audit performed by an auditor to ensure that the funds were properly used.

If we manage to successfully achieve our targets, we will consider how to integrate other partners to continue
the operation on a longer term.
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EMERGENCY FUNDING NEEDS
Currently, support is sought for the emergency equipment to clinics operating in Myanmar with teams on the
ground, including areas where populations have limited access to medical services. Equipment and treatment
must reach the population as soon as possible. Therefore, orders must be placed in the coming days.

Confirmed delivery partners
The following organisations are recommended by several trustworthy organisations and are well-known for
the excellent work that they have been doing for years in Myanmar. Their immediate needs have been
identified through discussion
•

Medical Action Myanmar (MAM) – MAM (a Dutch registered charity) have been working for 20 years in
Myanmar and come highly recommended. They have clinics across the country, especially in peri-urban
poor areas. They are currently supporting 3 centres in Yangon, 2 in Kale, and 3 in Kayin (almost
operational). In addition, they plan to expand treatment to 3-4 other centers very soon (current plan
Myitkyina, Yangon and Mandalay). They have trained medical staff who know how to operate the
equipment and treat patients. https://mam.org.mm
Funding need: $50K to purchase 10,000 vials of enoxaparin 40mg (estimated $5/dose) and/or other
treatment/equipment2

•

Community Partners International (CPI) – CPI is a US-registered charity which has been operating and
providing support to local populations in Myanmar for 20 years. They are currently implementing telehealthcare for remote areas, oxygen concentrator/cylinder loans, the creation of an oxygen plant in
Yangon. They plan to set up a mobile medical team and oxygen support centres - https://www.cpintl.org/
Funding need: $50K to purchase approx. 50 oxygen concentrators (estimated $1,000/piece, including
freight) and/or other equipment/treatment

How to contribute
Companies wishing to contribute any amount to Phase 1 needs can make financial donations to CCI France
Myanmar’s bank account (in France or in Myanmar). Pro bono support e.g. logistics to speed up the process,
reduce the cost, facilitate the distribution is also welcome.
How your contribution will be used
CCI France Myanmar will purchase the equipment and the treatment with these donations by directly
contacting trustworthy importers/distributors selected by the Foreign Chambers after proper due diligence.
Importers/distributors will directly deliver the equipment to the 2 partners on the ground. We guarantee that
your contribution will not cover any HR cost and will be used in a way that maximizes efficiency.
CCI France Myanmar will follow up closely with the 2 partners on the ground, who will have to report on the
use made of the equipment and treatment donated to them. CCI France Myanmar will also request its auditors
to audit and certify how the moneys received from donors on its bank accounts have been for the project.
Finally, CCI France Myanmar will send a financial and activity report of Phase 1 project to all donors and
members within 3 months of delivery.
To make a donation, to offer pro bono services or for more information, please contact:
Mr. Guillaume REBIERE
Executive Director - CCI France Myanmar
+95 9 789 305 746 / +66 8 86 06 75 07
director@ccifrance-myanmar.org
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